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Permeability measurements were made on ten silica greases 
thickened with Cab-O.Sil M-5 and ten silica greases thickened with 
Cab-0-Sil H-5 in which the thickener content was held constarit·at 
six per cent but the viscosity and type o£ the oil component were 
varied. Viscosity of the oils ranged trom 8.5.3 to 1596 centistokes. 
The greases were all in the No. 1 or No. 2 NLGI consisteno,y range. 
. . 6 -11 24 -11 Permeability coefficients ranged .from 12. x 10 to • 0 x 10 
2 
em • At least three runs were made on each sample. The average 
deviation from the mean for each sample was 2.8 per cent. 
The permeability results showed no significant di£:Cerences 
between the two thicken•rs although H-5 has a surface area 62.5 
per cent greater than M-5. Generally, the permeabilities of these 
silica gre~ses are lower than those or silica greases o.f the same 
thiokene~ oo~tent made with silica ther.mogel and silica hydrogel. 
For both · thickeners , the permeability of greases made with 
paraffinic oils gave higher values than those made with naphthenic 
oils o.f the same viscosity at 77°F. The e.ftect of the viscosity of 
the · oU component used in ms.nu£acture on the permeability coeffi-
cients is not. large, but there is a minimum permeability for both 
the paraf£in1o and na.phthenic series of greases at an oil viscosity 
o£ 500 to 700 oentistokes at 77°F. 
An asbestos grease containing eight per cent chr.ysotile asbestos 
and with a Uo. 2 con·sistency had a permeability coef':t'i-c·ient o£ 
1:34 x lo-11 cm2• 
1x 
X 
Sorption experiments we.re .run by permeating oil containing 
.phenyl- (( ... naphthyla.mine (PAN) through lithium hydroxystearate and 
&rag•l g;reases. Intrared analysis was used to obtain the PAN con-
centration in the exit oil samples. The· amount o:t PAN sorbed by the 
lithium grease . at eqUilibrium was slightly greater than could be 
accounted fora by the concentration o:r PAll · in the permeating oi1. The 
amount.of' additive associated with the thickener increased with the 
concentration o:r PAN in the permeating oil to a value ot 0.03 gm per gm 
of .thickener in equilibrium with a 3.0 per cent PAN solution. The Baragel 
grease sorbed considerably more PAN indicating that considerable additive 
was .. associated--with ·the thickener sur£ace. The amount ot sorbed PAN 
inc:rea.sed. With the concentration of PA!f in the permeating oU, ranging 
trom 0.07 gm ·per gm of thickener to 0.16 gm. per gm ot thickener. 
E2ct.raction of these same samples with addi t1 ve-free oil resulted 
in almost complete removal ot PAll from the .lithium grease, but about 
0.2 per cent PAN was retained in the Baragel grease. Equilibrium was 
reached more rapidly w1 th the lithium grease than the Baragel. grease 
in both the sorption and extraction experiments. 
A sorption and extraction ·experiment.:.;was· : ;a:J:so::done,· .~th:1.silica 
grease. While the grease sorbed a relatively large amount of PAN, 
indicating sorption or the additive on the thickener surface, all 
or the additive was removed with fresh oil. 
~oma1ous results were obtained with a silica grease containing 
one per cent of additive, which was completely '&x:tracted of additive. 
This was followed by a· sorption of adcH.tive experiment, but a second 
extraction did not remove all of the additive at equilibrium. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A lubricant can be defined ae " A substance which is able to 
reduce the friction and surface damage resUlting from the rubbing or 
two solid surfaces .. " (1). A lubricating grease can be defined as 
" A solid or semisolid lubricant. consisting or a thickening agent in 
a liquid lubricant. ·Other 1ngredients imparting special properties 
may be included~ • ( 2);. 
There are many records and relics or ancient times revealing the 
common use of lubricants made from animal rats or vegetable oils. 
1 
In Egypt, olive oU vas used on wooden plar..ks to lubrd.cate the sliding 
of large stones, statues and building materials as early as 1650 B. c. 
(3). Egyptians a1so used metallic soap materials to lubricate chariot 
axles as early as 1400 B. c. (4). 1\.,_tb James Watt's invention or the 
steam engine in 176.5,. there resulted new and rapidly growing needs tor 
cheap, stable o~s and greases (1). The firs~ grease made from a. 
petroleum product . and a soap was described in a British Patent in 
18.53 (.S). In the second ha1f' ot the 19th centu~:,., attar the Industrial 
Revolution :1n the West, machine~ tor all kinds of· purposes became 
increasingly common and lubricants suitable for new and varied machines 
were more and more urgently req~, especially attar the advent or 
the automobUe. In more recent years t . the· use of higher· precision, 
heavily loaded, ~ci~eed· machin_ery at elevated tamperatures .. neoes-
sitated the development or specialised lubricants. 
After 1910• scicmtitic investigations were initiated to study the 
physical and chemical behavior of lubricants and lubricant additives. 
2 
By the start of World War n. extensive research and product development 
on greases had resulted in the formulation of more versatile greases and 
improved addition agents (1). Lithium, barium, sodium, and calcium 
complex soap thickeners and clay base and high t~rature stable pigment 
thi~keners have been used in recent years along with synthetic fiuids 
such as polyglycols 1 phosphate esters, dibasic esters, silicones and 
polyphenyl. ethers. etc., (1). In manufacturing, many valuable fo~­
lations have been developed and are available in commercial products 
for use under specialized operating conditions, but there is still a 
great deal or uncertainty about the fundamental physical structure or 
grease. 
Oil separation from grease in storage,- 1n pumping and in service is 
a serious problem in the grease industry. The weparabillty ia determined 
by' a number of factors including thickener structure, percentage of 
soap, viscosity or mineral oil, time, pressure ami design ar ~tatner. 
Published information on the study of the effect or oU viscosity 
and type or thickener on structure and grease properties is scarce. 
Only a few systematic studies have been reported (6,7 ,8,9,10,11,12). 
Bondi, et. al. ,(6) point out that, for sodium base greases, .viscosity 
of the mineral oil oan have an important effect on soap fiber groWth, 
longer and stronger fibers being obtained with higher viscosity oils. 
Boner (7) has noted that for aluminum' base grease both fatty acid. 
components and the nature of the mineral oil a£.fect the cone bleeding 
characteristics at 2l2°F, with high viscosity index para!'finic oil 
greases generally bleeding more than 1ower viscosity index naphthenio 
oU greases. Auld, et. al. ,(8) stated that for lithium-calcium greases 
there was a general tendenc.y for oil loss under pressure filtration to 
increase with increasing viscosity index ot the oil. Panzer . (10) con-
cluded that an increase in visoosi ty would decrease the ditt\l,ion.~1 rate 
which in turn would decrease the nucleation rate and therefore oU 
separation would decrease as oil viscosity increased. Zald.n and Mlrray 
(11) found that the minera1 oU viscosity and nature will affect the 
soap structure and the · attractive forces between soap and oil. They 
also noted that the manufacturing process itself' has an important ef'.fect 
on structure. Baker (1:3) cla~med that a good grease should possess the 
property ot low initial rate of oil separation but should have the · 
property of being able to give up a high proportion of its oil for long 
ball bearing life. Calhoun (14) found that on centrif\tgal separation 
the rate of oil loss was inversely proportional to viscosity and that 
it decreased with increased polarity of the oU. Several authors predict-
ed that the most important factor af"fecting the oU separation was the 
nature of the grease structure (6, a, ll). 
Recent~ the use of grease permeability as a measure or structure 
has been suggested (15). Permeability of a grease is a measure of the 
ability o:r the grease to allow oil to now through the pores of the 
grease. Thus, permeability measurements can give some insight irito the 
nature of the grease structure and into how the solid thickener retains 
on. They may be complemented by electron microscope studies from 
which thickener particle size and shape may be obtained. 
This investigation is in part an extension of work done by Tu(l2) 
in which he stucH.ed the effect or oil type and viscosity on the per-
meabUity of grease thickened with lithium-oaloium soap and with 
Baragel (an organopbilio clay base thickener). Two series of silica 
greases made with two thickeners which differed in surface area and 
with oils or different type and viscosity were studied. 
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An important goa1 in the etudy of lubricating greases is the 
deter.mination of the mechanism of additive action in lubricating 
greases and the e£:feot of additive concentration on the improvement 
of particular properties. As a step in this direction, one aim of 
this investigation wa~ an attempt to determine Whether grease additives 
are sorbed on the thickener sur£ace, or are dissolved in the o11 
phase, or 1£ a combination of these ef':fects prevaUs. Exploratory 
sorption and extraction ~eriments were run b,y Tu (12) using greases 
thickened with 11~hium hydrox_ystearate and I'aragel and using only 
one concentration of additi.ve. More detailed studies on these systems 
(using a range of additive concentrations) and initi~ work on silica 
thickened greases were done 1n this investigation. In addition, the 
thickening properties of a new material not used as a commerioa1 
grease thickener v&re inveatigate~. 
·.5 
II. LITERATgRE HEVIp! 
A. G£!!88 Pemtab111t;z, 
PemeabU:t.ty 1a defined in the d1ot1onar.y as fhe quaU.ty or state 
ot being penetrab1e. In the oU irldustey peraeabUity is used to de-
scribe the capacity ot rooks to tranamit fiuids (16). In 18.56 Daro7 (17) 
first formulated Darcy's tav. Darcy stated that the rate or new or a 
tluid through a porous medium !.a directly proportional to the pressure 
tmd or ~o grat;H.ent and to the oroaa sectional area normal to 
the direat1on or tlow and 1nverseq proportiocal to the viscosity or 
the nuid (16)a 
B p 
v ·-- (' -pg CosQ) 
e --tt L 
where 
0 • angle of t'low d1reotion w.1 th the vertical. 
...u • f'luid v1Bcos1tsr. poises 
f a fl.uid density, gm pea ~ 
(1) 
v. a 1tolume flux per unit area 1n the direaticm •• em per 880 
P • tluid pree8Ul'e, <Vnes per 0'142 
L • thiokneaa of the bed1 em 
g 0 acoelention o£ eravi ty, em per seo2 
B a pem.eabUity coetticict. t1l4? 
PenDeahl11ty is dat.l.ned as one darc:l 1.t the now rate is one co per 
second per square centimeter of orosa seotion ~ a fl.uid ~ one centi-
poise v1sooe1t7 1md~ the action of one atm per om prear gradient. 
l duay e l 9C OfJ3!,\poiaa \ ,. 1.01J2 X 10 , rpoise 
880 Cl42 ( atm~ see =2 ( ~) Clll 
I:t the now direction is vertical and the bed is horizontal, 
Darcy's Law reduces to the following when integrated over the height 
or the permeable medium: 
where 
BAP 
vs = .. 
-_.AA L (2) 
2 
.AP = tota1 pressure drop across the sample, dynes per em 
In 1960 Sisko and Brunstrum (15) suggested use of permeabUity 
measurements to study the structure of the thickener network, oil 
separation from the grease, and uniformity o£ particle dispersion 
throughout the grease and designed an apparatus for this purpose. 
Using the law of continuity, Sisko and Brunetrum (15) showed that 
the permeability coefficient could be evaluated with their apparatus 
from the relation•z 
B=-
where 
A gh dt 
s 
=-
~~L d(ln h) 
~ = cross sectional area of' burette, cm2 
2 A = cross sectional area of. sample bed, em 
. S 
h = oil height 1 em 
~ =4( /P , stokes 
(3) 
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~ y L 
__...._ ___ = K then 
A g 
s 
* Also See reference (12) tor derivation of equation ()). 




From the above equation, plots of ln h vs. t are linear with negative 
slopes :from which the permeabill ty can be calculated. 
They :found _that aU separa.tion .. .front .. ueases using the ASTM test 
method and the ratio·· of permeability to viscosity are -in the same 
ol'der but are not linearly relAted. They-al-so round that the per-
meability coerticient or the grease decreased with increasing per cent 
of worked rheopectic grease in a grease mixture. 
Ewbank, et. al., (18) have also studied the permeability of 
lubricating greases. They confirmed that lubricating greases obey 
the Darcy equation, with permeability coe.f'fioients which are inde-
pendent of changes 1n nuid viscosity, thickness of grease cake, and 
pressure gradient, but are materially affected by a change in the 
nature, size or arrangement or the thickener fibers. They also .found 
that the permeability is inversely proportional to the concentration 
of the thickener, the mathematical form of the relationship being 
logarithmic (19) 1 
(.5) 
where 
A = constant 
k = constant, characterizing the nature of the thickener 
c = weight per cent thickener in grease 
Zald.n and '1'u (20) have studied the effect of variations in the 
viscosity and type of minera1 oU component on tho permeabil.ity 
8 
coefficient U1 greases thickened with lithium-calcium soaps .and with 
Baragel. Since Ewbank and co-workers showed that for a given struc-
ture, the permeability coefficient was independent of permeating oil 
viscosity, they were able to relate their results to the effect of 
changes in the oil. component present on the thickener structure. 
They concluded that the permeability coefficients for greases made 
with these thickeners are dependent on the type and viscosity of the 
lubricating fluid from which the grease is made. Lithium-calcium and 
Baragel greases ·made with p~raffinic oils had about equal or higher 
permeabUity coefficients than greases made ld.th na.phthenic oils o£ 
the same viscosity at the testing temperature. Permeability coeff'i-
cients of' greases made with paraffinic oils were less sensitive to 
oil viscosity then naphthenic oils. Repeatability of .their permeability 
results was quite good (within± 3 ~). Their permeabillty measurements 
. 11 2 -
on greases gave results 1n the range of ).0 to 10.0 x 10- em f'or 
. 4 . -11 2 lith1um-oalcium. stearate greases and 2.) to .10. x 10 . am for 
-Baragel~greases • 
B. Additives ih Greases. 
Additives are widely used to enhance specific perf"ormance 
characteristics or lubricating greases. Boner (2) has classU'ied 
additives into ten categories according to their fUnction (anti-· 
oxidants, viscosity index improvers, rust inhibitors, etc.). 
Great efforts have been expended in developing additives for use in 
lubricating greases. in the past few decades but the mechanism by 
which additives f\mction in greases is still only vaguely understood. 
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Tu (12) also studied additive GJ"..'traction and sorption by lithium 
hydroX\Y"stearate and Earagel greases. The sorption o£ phenyl- o1 -
naphthylamine (.PAll) additive £rom a one per cent oU solution pomeat-
ed through the test greases was studied. At equillbr1um, the concen-
trations o£ PAN in the greases were 0.90 per cent £or the lithium 
grease and 1.79 per cent for the &ragel grease. The--l.arger __ val.uo _ot_ 
the Baragel equilibrium concentration indicates .that considerable PAN 
additive is sorbed and held on the thickener surface. The lithi~ 
grease showed a more rapid approach to equilibrium than the Baragel 
grease 1n terms of volume of oU permeated. 
Tu (12) extracted PAN from greases containing 1.38 per cent o£ 
additive by penneating minera1 oi1 through the grease cake. The 
equilibrium concentrations of' PJu'l were 0.18 per cent tor lithium 
grease and 0.23 per cent for Ba.ragel grease. The lithium grease 
approached equ111brium more rapidly in -terms or volume of oU per-
meated than the Baragel grease, but tb8 t1nal concentration o£ PAN 
~or both greases was about the same. 
From these resul.ts, it was not possible to determine whether the 
additive was unifol'Dll.y dissolved in oU throughout the grease stnc-
ture or whether 1t was sorbed on the thickener surtaoe or whether a 
combination or both occurred. 
In order to study sorption and extraction ot PAN additive, Tu (12) 
used infrared absorption to measure the concentration of PAN. The 
.fundamental law relating the absorption o:r radiation at a particular 
wave length to the number and type o:t mol~es in the eample is known 
as Beer's Law (21). When a single component is responsible :tor the 
absorption of a certain amount of radiation, it can be written as= 
log (P
0 
/ P) = A%abc (6) 
where 
p = incident radiant power or beam 0 . 
P = transmit ted radiant power o:f beam 
A = absorbance 
a = absorptivity of absorbing component (constant £or a given 
material at a given wavelength) 
b = cell path 
c = concentration or the absorbing component 
10 
Beer's Law prediots that the absorbance A is a linear f\tnction of the 
concentration of ·the absorbing material. 
Most additive molecules contain one or more active fUnctional 
groups which show absorbance peaks at particular wave lengths in the 
infrared region. Thus, active tunctiona1 groups can be used to both 
idea~ the molecules and determine their concentration. 
However, linearity is not always round experimental.ly, and devi-
ation from Beer's Law behavior is common. Non-linear behavior can be 
handled by the use or a working curve , prepared by running a series or 
standard additive solutions in the expected concentration range before 
each set of analyses. High accuracy oan be attained even at low con-
centrations <± 0.01 ~), since the behavior represented by the curve 
should duplicate the actual behavior o£ the material in the unknown 
solution. A world.ng curve is shown in Figure 11 for differential 
analysis using the additive solution and the pure oil solvent. 
11 
There is little published information on the application o£ 
infrared spectrophotometry to the analysis o£ additives in greases. 
Wiberley, Bauel" and Cox (22) made a systematic study of the analysis 
of several meta1lic soap greases by' infrarc;d analysis. Tu (12) 
used infl"ared as a technique for obtaining quantitative analyses or 
PAN in lithium hydroxystearate and Bar agel greases. In ep1 te of the 
paucity of published information, infrared is widely \ts.ed in the 




A. Preparation of Grease. 
1. Raw Jtfaterial. 
a. Mineral Oils. Four types of mineral oils were used-
tour naphthenia blends, four solvent refined paraffinic blends, a 
solvent refined naphthenio, and a conventionally refined Pennsylvania 
blend. The viscosity of the oils ranged .from 8.5~3 to 1596 centi-
stokes at 77°F. The properties of the blending oUs and the blends 
studied are listed in Tables 1 and 2. 
The viscosity index (VI) is an arbitary standard which provides 
a measure or the relative varia~ion in viscosity.of mineral oils with 
temperatur•• In this system two groupe of mineral oils are used for 
comparison. The decrease in viscosity with temperature of Penns,ylva-
nia (paraffinic) oils 1a relat'i vely small • A series of standard 
Pennw,vlvania· oils are designated as having a VI of 100. Gulf Coast 
(naphthenic) oUs show much larger changes o:r viscosity with temper-
ature.- A series of standard Gulf Coaat oils have been designated as 
0 · VI oils. ·The viacosi ty. index· is defined as (23) s 
L-U 
VI =(----) X 100 = ( L - U ~ X 100 (7) 
L·- H D 
where 
U = viscosity at 100°F or an oil of unknown viscosity index 
L = visooJity at l00°F or an oil of zero viscosity index and of 
the same viscosity at 210°F as the oU of unknown index 














100 Second Naphthenio 
Pale Oil 22.9 
Naphthenio Bright Stock 1089 
200 Second Solvent Re-
fined Paraffinic N()utral 44 
Solvent Refined Para£-
f1n1o Bright Stock 5.38 
500 Second Solvent 
Refined Naphthenio lOS 
Conventional 
Pennsylvania Neutral. 32.4 
Conventional 













Oil Blends in Greases Tested 
Na;ehthenic mends 
Oil ~ 100 Second Naph- t% Naphthenic Viscosity, Aniline Viscosity 
mend thenic Pale Oil Bright Stock Cstks ® 7Z°F VI Po1nt 1 °F Gravitz Constant 
A 78 22 88.6 36 1.54 0.884 
B .51 49 2.55.0 30 169 0.880 
c )) 67 59).6 13 176 0.880 
D lS 8.5 1.596 -4 18.5 0.870 
Solvent Refined Paraffinic mends 
Oil ~ 200 Second Solvent % Solvent Re- Viscosity, 
mend Refined Paraftinic fined Paraffinic cstka An111ne Viscosity 
lleutral Bright· Stock 0 77 F VI Point, °F Gravity Constant 
E 100 oo.J 8.5.3 98 212 0.817 
F 60 40 2)6.7 94 233 0.814 
G 33 67 504.8 97 242 0.81) 
H 00 100 140) 97 251 0.822 
J 100 ~ ~00 Second Sol vent ~fined Na;e!!thenic 
218.8 70 21) 0.832 
K SO ~ Pennsylvania Neutral. SO ~ Pennsylvania 
Brisht stock 
240.6 10.5 238 0.806 
the same viscosity at 210°F as the oil of unknown index 
Dc::t-H 
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In general oils high in paraffinic components have high VI and 
oils high in naphthenio content have low VI. Thua the VI of an oU 
gives an approximate description o:r its chemical nature. 
Even better measures of chemical oomposi tiona are the aniline 
point and the visoos.ity gravity _constant (7) which are included in 
Table 2. The aniline point is defined as the minimum temperature for 
complete miscibility or an equal volume of aniline and the sample 
under the test (2)). Am.11ne points are lowest for aromatics and 
highest for paraf'tinic oi1s (7). For oils of a given type it in-
creases with viscosity (molecular weight). The viscosity gravity 
constant is defined (16) ass 
G - 0.10752 log ( S - 38 ) A=------------ (8) 
1 - 0.10 log ( S - 38 ) 
where 
G = speoif1c gravity or the oils re:ferred to water at 60°F 
S = viscosity at 100°F in Saybolt Seconds 
This factor is frequently used to characterize oile because it is 
nearly independent of viscosity. The viscosity gravity constant 
increases with naphthenicity and ranges .from about 0.800 for highly 
parattinio types to over 0.900 for aromatics and naphthenes (7). 
Thus, it can be sean from the VI, an1line point and viscosity gravity 
constant data in Table 2 that oU blends A, B, c, and D are naphthenio, 
oil blends E, F, G, H, and It are highly parattinio and oil J is 
intermediate. 
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b. Thickeners. Two grades of Cab-0-SU thickener obtained 
.from the Cabot Corporation were used in preparing the silica greases. 
Cab-0-Sil is a submicroscopic pyrogenic silica prepared at extremely 
0 . 
high temperature (1100 C) by the vapor phase hydrolysis .or silicon 
tetrachloride. The basio chemical reaction is as f'ollow: 
S102 + 4HC1. 
Chemical and physical properties or the two commercial grades o£ 
Cab-0-Sil studied are shown in Table III. They have the following 
propertiesz high chemical purity, extremely fine particle size, large 
external surface area, minimum particle agglomeration and easy 
dispersion ( 24). 
2. Fsuipment. 
a. Grease Kettle, A five pound grease kettle was used for_ 
mixing the grease. A photograph or the kettle is shown in Figure 1. 
It consists ot a driving motor and a double motion paddle stirrer. 
The motor and stirrer are mounted on an iron frame which rests on a 
wooden base. 
b. l·forehouse Mill. A ¥J.Orehouse "fill was used for final. 
dispersion of the thickener in the oil. A photograph o£ the Model 
402 Morehouse Mill is . shown in Figure 2. It consists of' two disk 
shaped milling stones aligned axially with an adjustable gap between the 
.facing surfaces. Grease for finishing was charged into the conical 
shaped receiver. It passed through the center or the upper stat:ionary 
mill stone and out through the clearance space between 1 t and the 
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TABLE In 
Typical Properties of Cab-O-SUs 
C&b-o..sil !:...s Ca.b-0-Sil B-5 
Silica Content 99.8 tf, 99.8 ~ 
Y..oisture Content 1.5 ~ 4.0 ~ 
Ignition loss 1.0 ~ 2.0 ~ 
Metallic Oxides 0.1 ~ 0.1 ~ 
pH 4.0 3.9 
Surface area, m2 / gm 200 325 . 
Average particle •ice, micron 0.012 0.007 
Particle shape Spherical Spherical 
Number or particles per gram 4.4 X 1017 2.1 ~ 1018 
Speo1f1c gravity 2.2 2.2 
' 
:toose bulk density, lb / cu .tt 2.) 2.) r 
Refractive index 1.46 1.46 
X-ray structure Amorphous Amorphous 
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Figure 2. The Model 402 Morehouse Mill 
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lover stone which rotates at high speed. A notohed adjustment wheel 
permits adjustment or the cl.earanoe between the stones to 0.001 inches, 
which permits reproduction of processing conditions tram batoh to 
batch. A dual-bearing spindle oonnected to the motor b.r a tlexible 
coupling gives positive alignment of the stones. 
3. Formulations and Manuf'etctu£!ng Procedures. 
a. SUioa Greases. It was desired to run the permeability 
and the sorption and extraction experiments on greases containing the 
same concentration or thickeners, the aame conoentration of additives and 
manufactured by the eame procedure. Thus the thickener concentration, 
the type and a.mount of dispersant and the procedure had to be stand-
ardized so that suitabl.e greases in the tli.GI No. 1 or No. 2 consistency 
range woul.d be obtained with all of the oils studied with both silica 
tbiokenera to be investigated. NIDI lubrioating grease cona1atenoy 
number ref'ers to the depth or penetration 1n tenths of a Jldl]:tmeter, 
that a standard cone penetrates a grease sample under prescribed 
conditions ot weight, time, and temperature. Most useful greases 
are in the No. 1 or No. 2 NLGI consistency ranges, which have pene-
trations of 31,0 to '4o and 26.5 to 295 respectively (2). For explora-
tor.v studies of composition and processing conditions, a thickener 
content of 6 per cent vas chosen. Thil- is a little higher than the 
supplier's recommendation but- was a reasonable level. considering the 
variety of oUa to be thickened. A number of formulations and manu-
facturing procedures with Cab-0-Sil M-5 were tried, using oils D and 
J whioh were expected to give the aottest and timest products, re-
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-speotively. The results are listed in Table IV. NWI oonaiatenciea 
were estimated by n finger penetration • as no penetrometer was a-
vailable. A standard formulation contairdngt 
Mineral 011 94 ~ 
Cab-0-SU 
Water 2 co 
was selected using procedure B as sui table greases were obtained 
using both oUs•. For the grease sample containing 1.0 tfo PAN additive. 
the PAN was dissolved in 100 gms or mineral oil at so<?c and added to 
the bulk or the mixture before the 40 minute mixing period• Estimated 
consistencies of silica greases prepared for teetirlg are listed 1n · 
Table v. 
• Beoauae final grease oonsiatenciea or non-additive Cab-0-SU greases 
are sensitive to ohangas in moiature cont-ent and their water resistance 
is low, the Cabot--Corporation recommends the use or an additive, such 
as Tween 61 (Atlas Powder Co. s polyo~et.bJ'lene (4) sorbitan mono-
stearate) or UCON LB 3000 (Union carbide Chemical Co. : po].yal.kylene 
gly'ool fluid). The presence o£ these additives in an amount ot about 
20 f, b.Y weight of the Cab-O.SU improves sensitivity to changes in 
mo1ature content and vatar resistance. Since better thickening was 
obtairted with a em•ll amount o£ water and the presence of the organic 
additives might atteot the i.ntrared analyses in the sorption and 
extraction experiments, they were not used in this study. 
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TABLE IV 
The Formul.at:ions and Manutaoturing Procedure tor Silica Greases 
ou n. ~ 94 94 94 94 
-- -- -
Oil Jt ~ 
-- --
94 92.6 92.8 94 
Cab-0-SU M-5, ~ 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Tween 61, f, 
- - -- - -
1.2 
- --
UCON LB )000, tf, 
- - -- -
. 1.2 
Water, co 1 5 2 
- - --
2 
Procedure A B B B A A A B 
NLGI COnsieteno.y 0 1 2+ l+ 1+ 0 1- 2 
PrOcedure At The mixture was first mixed with a spatula in the grease 
kettle and then the heating and agitation were started. The tempera-
ture was gradually increased. The heating rate was controlled by a 
variac. The temperature rose to about 122°C af'ter 40 minutes ot· 
heating and agitation. The dispersant, whioh was dissolved in SO oc. 
o£ oU at S0°C, was then added to the bulk mixture. The heat· was then 
turned off, and mixing was continued Eor 20 minutes more. The heating 
jacket was then removed, and the grease was allowed to cool ovemight 
without agitation. The produ4t was then homogenized by passing through 
the Morehouse Mill three times. 
Procedure Bt The mixture was first mixed with a spatula in the grease 
kettle and then with the kettle padd1ea :to~ 40 minutes without heat. 
The temperature of the bulk mixture was a little higher than room 
temperature beoausa ot the mixlng. After 40 llim1tes of mixing the 
product was cooled overnight without agitation, The product was then 
homogenized by passing through the Morehouse Mill three times. 
TABLE V 
Consistencies of Silica Grease 
Sample Oil Thickener Grease Consistenc,y 
SAM A M-.5 2+ 
SAH A H-.5 2 
SBM B M-.5 2 
SBH B H-5 2+ 
SCM c M-.5 2 
SCH c H-.5 2+ 
SDM D M-5 1+ 
SDH D H-.5 2+ 
SEM E M-.5 2+ 
SEH E H-.5 2+ 
SFM F M-5 2 
SFH F H-5 2 
SGM G M-5 1+ 
SGH G H-.5 2 
SHM H M-.5 2-
SHH n· H-.5 2 
SJM J Y!-5 2 
SJH J H-5 2 
SKM K M-5 2 
SKH K H-5 2 
b. Baragel and Lithium Greases. The Baragel and lithium 
greases, which were prepared by Tu (12) were used for the sorption 
and extraction ~riments. 
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c. Asbestos Grease. A Refined Chrysotile Asbestos has recent-
ly been made avail.able commercially•. Chrysotile has a structure like 
that of the kaolinite minerals in that the structure consists ot an 
alternate series of layers of tetrahedrall.y coordinated silica and 
octabedrally coordinated magnesium joined into a composite sheet, with 
the tips of the ailica tetrahedra and one of the surfaces of the 
octahedral layer lying in a common plane. The silica layer is in an 
oxide form. The magnesium layer is 1n a hydroxide torm, giving this 
layer a resemblance to the mineral brucite, ( Mg(OH)2). The particles 
are cylindrical in shape~ The surface area is 50 to 6o meter2/ gm. 
Diameters are usua.lly- in the flange o£ 0.025 to 0.035 microns with 
an L I D or 100 to 1000 (25). 
Particles of this sica, shape and aurtace area have been found 
to be suitable for use as grease thickeners. In order to determine 
whether this material would be uaetul as a grease thickener several 
formulations and manufacturing procedures were tried using oil B, 
which is typical or mineral oUa widely used in multipurpose greases. 
The goal was to prepare a grease of moderate thickener content (8 ~) 
having a No. 1 or No. 2 NLGI consistenc.y grade. The formulations 
and manufacturing procedures and products obtained are shown in 
Table VI. 
• Union Carbide Corporation , Mining and Metals Division 




Formulation and Manufacturing Procedure 
~or Chr,ysotile Asbestos Grease 
Formulation 1 2 4 6 7 8 
011 B, ~ 92 92 90.4 90.4 92 92 90.4 90 
Asbestos , 'f, a 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 
Tween 61, ~ 1.6 1.6 
-
UCON LB 3000 , tf, 1.6 
-
Water, oc 2 2 1 
-
Procedure B B B B A A B B 
NLGI Consistenc,y 1 1 1+ 2- Fluid Fluid 2- 1+ 
Procedure A: Same as in Section A. ). a. Table IV 
Procedure B: Same as 1n Section A. 3. a. Table IV 
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B. Viscositx Measurements. 
In order to measure the permeabilitiea •t ??°F, values of the 
oil viscosities at 77°F are necessar,y. Oil viscosity measurements 
were carried out f"ollowing the recommended .ASTM procedures ( 23). 
1. Viaoometer. 
A modified Ubbelohde suspended-level viscometer (26) shown in 
Figure 3 was used. The equation for viscosity is: 
-~·f! = At - B / t 
where 
*' = kinematic viscosity, 1n centistokes 
A = viscometer constant 
B = kinetic anergy correction factor 
t = etnux time, in seconds 
(9) 
The viscometer constants, A and B, were obtained using two standard 
olle supplied by the Cannon Instrument Co. and using the ASTM method. 
Three measurements were made with each oil sample. Flow times varied 
from 636.4 to 11900.5 seconds. The repeat1b111ty was better than 
:t 0.0) tf,. The specifications of the standard oils, the characteristics 
ot the viscometer, and the calibration data are listed in Appendix C, 
Table XV. 
2. Procedures. 
The viscometer was oleaned _with cleaning solution• to remove 
any organic deposits, rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and 
• Potassium DiChromate in oonoentrated SulfUric acid solution. 





rdth acetone, and dried with filtered compressed air. When changing 
oUe , the viscometer was cleaned thoroughly with an appropriate sol-
vent, such as benzene which was comple:t,ely miscible with the sample 
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and then rinsed with acetone. The viscometer was then dried by passing 
a slow stream of fU tered compressed ur through the capillary until 
the last trace o:f sol vent was removed. 
The oU blends used in the greases were charged to the viscometer 
which was mounted immersed in a constant temperature bath at 7?0+ 0.02°F. 
The bath is shown in Figure 4. Viscosity measurements were made 1n 
the conventional manner described in the ASTM method. The efflux 
time was measured in seconds to within :!: 0. 01 seconds . with a Standard 
Electric Ttmer Model S-10. Measurements were repeated three or more 
times for each sample until_ the variation of three successive readings 
was less than± 0.3.5 ~ of their mean (23). The resu1ts are listed in 
Table VII. 
C. Permeability Measurements . 
1. Permeability Apparatus. 
The permeabill ty apparatus used was designed. by Sieko and 
Brunstrum (1.5) and ~s shown in Figures .5, 6 and ?. It consists of 
a 5 co burette about 20 em long with a wi~e opening at one end and a 
ground glass joint at the other end. The burette is connected by a 
bell-shaped glass adapter to the sample assembly. The grease sample 
is in the £orm or a disk 0.5 em 1n thickness and 4.16 em in diameter. 
The sample is retained inside a stainless steel ring between two 
29 
Figure 4. Constant Temperature Bath System 
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TABLE VII 
Viscosity Measurements on Oil mends Used in Greases 
Oil Effiux time, sec Average, sec V1soos1 ty, Cstks @ 77°F 
66l.ll4 
A 660.,56 660.9 68.6 
660.62 
1903.93 
B 1900.12 1901.4 . 2.5.5.0 
1900.10 
442.5 • .58 
c 442.5.82 4426 • .5 593.6 
4428.o4 
11902.53 




6)6.1) 6;36.4 85.3 
1765.97 
F 176).88 176.5.1 236.7 
1765.40 
3766.67 . 
G 3764.85 3764.1 . ,;04.'8 
3760.62 
lo476.oo 
H 104.54.00 10465.7 140) 
104U.97 
16)2.97 
J 16)1.8) 1632.1 218.8 
1631.)4 
1794.89 
K 1793.43 1?94.2 24o.6 
1794.)0 
.31 
NOV • 65 
Figure s. Disassembled Pcmneability Apparatus 
Figure 6. Permeability Apparatus! Assembled, 
Disassembled and Moumted on Rack 
Standard Taper Joint 
Clamp OIL 
Retaining Ring GREASE 
Sere ens arid Milllpore Filters 
Figure 7. Permeability Apparatus Diagram 
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millipore paper filters (type HA•). The bottom filter paper is sup-
ported on a 40 mesh stainless screen which is soldered to an enclos-
ing ring. The sample retaining ring is mounted inside the bottom 
half of a screw clamp. The second filter paper rests on the sample. 
A neoprene gasket is placed between the sample assembly and the bell-
shaped adapter, another gasket is then placed on top of the edge o£ 
the bell-shaped adapter .just below the top half' of the screw clamp. 
The clamp is so~ed together as tightly as possible by hand. 
2. Procedures. 
a. Samp±e Packing Teohnigue. The mo~rt ~er:t-ous . problem in 
packing the grease sampl.e is the presence o£ air bubbles in the sample, 
as they influence the porosity o£ the sample and may cause serious 
error in the experimental. results. The grease sample was first charged 
· into an intermediate ten ·Co medical syringe with the help o:f aal.l 
spatula. The grease was then oaretully ·discharged :from the syringe 
down into the sample retaining ring along the edge o:t the ring. When 
the grease was discharged, air bubbles could escape, and air-£ree 
grease oould be .red to the· retaining ring. It air bubbles remained 
in the grease sample in the retaining ring, they could be removed 
:from the sample by inserting the point of the syringe into the bubbles 
and extruding grease Wltil the air bub~e broke through the surface 
o£ grease~ When the retainer was tull, excess grease was wiped o:ff 
with n large spatu1a. 
• Millipore Filter. Corporation, Bedf'ord, Mass. 
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b. PermeabUit:r Measurement Procedure. The permeability 
apparatus was cleaned thoroughly and dried with compressed air. A 
f11ter paper wetted with the same oil from which the grease was made 
was placed on the bottom screen. Excess oil was removed with absorbent 
tissue. The retaining ring was placed on the filter paper and grease 
was packed into it by the method described in the above section • 
.Another piece or oil wetted filter paper was added on the top. Care 
was taken to avoid entrapping air. A second screen was placed above_ 
the sample. Then the sample assembly was placed in the bottom half 
o£ the clamp and in succession, a neoprene gasket, the bell-shaped 
adapter, another gasket, and the top half" of the screw clamp were 
added. The clamp was then screwed together tightly by hand. 
The adapter was f'ill~ with oU, and -the burette was screwed 
tightly into the ground glass joint of the adapter to ensure no 
leakage. The burette was then f'illed with oil to a level over the 
S co mark. The sample was then placed in a -400-ml beaker set on the 
plastic rack in the constant temperature bath where it was held ver-
tically at 77° ± l°F. The water level waa at the top of the adapter. 
The 1n1 tial reading was taken a .:raw hours after charging the oil to 
the burette, thus allowing the air bubbles trapped in the oil to rise 
to the surface. The oil height was read at periodic intervals, the 
frequency depending on the oil now rata. Runs were terminated after 
6 hours to 75 hours depending on the f1.ow ztate ot the oil. Data 
from a typical :rUn (SGM-3)lre~ shown 1n Figure 6. At least three 
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Figure 8. Oil Height vs. Time Data for Silica Grease (SGM-3) 
high now rates ware discarded as indicating leakage or air pockets 
in the sample. Cal.culation or the permeability coef.ficient was made 
directly from the data using a least squares procedure to obtain the 
slope or logarithm or oil height versus time data. Sample oaloulations 
are given in Appendix A. 
D. Sorption and Extraction Measurements. 
Experiments were carried out to study the sorption of phenyl-
c< -naphthylamine (PAN) by a grease by permeation of an additive-bear-
ing oll through a grease sample, and to stu~ the extraction or PAN 
from a grease containing the additive b,y per.meation or a pure mineral 
oil through the grease sample. 
1. Apparatus. 
The permeability apparatus was used in these experiments. It 
ie described in Section c. 1. 
2. PreParation of Oil Samples Containing PAl~, 
The oil samples for the sorption experiments and the standard 
oil. samples used tor analysis were prepared by weighing the solute, 
PAN, and the oil on an analytical balance. The mixtures were heated 
to about 50°C where the PAN easUy dissolved in the oil and the sol.u-
tion was then cooled to roam temperature. A series o£ standard sam-
ples with concentration of PAll in the expected range o:f concentration 
were prepared for IR analysis. 
IJ 
) • Procedures. 
a. Sorption Followed by Extraction. Ba.ragel•, li.tbium 
hydroxystearate• and silica greases were studied. Grease samples 
made from oU J without additive were pa.oked into the permeability 
apparatus semp1e retainer by the method described in Section c. 2. a. 
The apparatus assembly was set up as usual. The burette was filled to 
the S cc mark with oil J containing a known per cent of additive. The 
apparatus was then placed on a 250 oc beaker at room temperature. The 
oU height was recorded whenever a sample was collected. The extracted 
oil was coUeoted in a small sample bottle tor .IR analysis. The oil 
on the bo~tcm~o£ the apparatus was sucked up with a medicine dropper 
and carefully added to the sample bottle together with the oU at the 
bottom ot the beaker. Fresh oil was charged to the burette to main-
tain the oil height. Usually oil . samples were taken after 1 to 2 co 
of oU had permeated through the grease. 
These experiments were terminated when equilibrium was reached, 
that is when the concentration of the additive 1n the extracted oil 
was the same as that in the original oil permeating through the grease 
sample. The total amount o£ oU extracted varied from )0 to 60 oo 
before equilibrium was reached. This requilfed from 20 to 45 days 
. ~~ 
depending on the orginal oil additive concentration and the ldnd o£ 
grease sample used. The oU samples were ~ed w1 th the Beckman 
IR 5 A Model Spectrophotometer to determine the additive ooncentra-
• Prepared by Tu (12). 
-tion in the effluent oil. The infrared analysis is described in 
the next section. 
VJhen equilibrium was reached the apparatus was disassembled, 
and all but the grease retainer were cleaned thoroughly. The oil 
present on the outside of the .filter was wiped oft with a tissue. The 
grease sample was reassembled in the apparatus for the extraction 
experiment. The burette was then filled with on J without additive 
which was then permeated through the grease sample. The analyses 
were perf'o:rmed in the same manner as in the sorption experiment. 
This experiment was terminated when equilibrium was again reached, 
that is, when the exit oil contained. no additive. The total amount o£ 
oU effiuent before ·equilibri\DD was . reaehed varied from 20 to .50 cc. 
and the time required for equilibrium was .from 1.5 to )0 days. 
' b. Extraction Followed bz Sorotion and Extraction. A silica 
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grease :: sample made with oll J and containing 1.0 per cent PAN was ex-
tracted until equilibrium was reached. A sorption experiment on the 
extracted sample was then carried out using 1.0 per cent PAN in oU J. 
After equilibrium was reached, the sample was extracted again using oil J. 
E. Infrared Analysis. 
In order to determine the amount of additive picked up or lost in 
the sorption and extract~on experiments, . a s~~e but aocura~e ana-
lytical method was needed to measure additive · concentration iri the 
oil. Infrared analysis was a reasonable . choice, . as it provided a 
sensitive absorption band for the additive (phenyl-a -naphtbylamine) 
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at a wave number o£ 7/0-l em (27). A portion of a double beam 
absorption curve is shown in Figure 9. A Beclanan Hodel IR 5 A 
Spectrophotometer which operates in the wavelength range from 2 
to 16 microns was used tor these measurements. 
The base line method is illustrated in Figure 10. It consists 
of drawing a baseline tangent to the local minima on either side of 
the absorbance. According to Beer's Law the concentration is pro-
portional to the percentage of absorbance o£ the additive at the 
particular wavelength. It should be noted that the apparent amoupt 
of radiation absorbed is increased when the shoulders of the absorp- . 
tion band are ra1sed(21). In order to take advantage of this, 
Robitlson (28) suggests vorld.ng at higher transmittances where the 
shoulders or the absorption band on each side o£ the ana:cytical. 
wavelength are near the 100 tf; transmission line. For example, it 
the concentration or component A and the cell path are held constant 
and the transmittance level is increased, there will be a change in 
P to compensate for the change in P • The difference (P - P) will 
0 0 
increase thus improving the sensitivity. The advantage ·can be seen 
b,y considering two cases& 
Case 1: p a 60 
0 
p .. 30 
Case 21 P0 = 100 P =,SO 
Since log (P0 / P)1= log (P0 / P)2 = A 
The apparent amount. of radiati~s increased from 30 1n 
case 1 to 50 in case 2 by inoreasing the transmittance at the wave-
length surrounding the one to be used tor analysis and hence 





(1) l.Q% PAN in Oil J J 
(2) 0.3% PAH in Oil J 
(3) 0.1~ PAN in Oil J 
1100 1000 900 
Wave NUmber~ cm-1 
Figure 9 Portion of a Double Beam Projected IR Spectra 
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Ph= Absorption Peak~ P0 - P 
p p 
-1 Wave Number, em 
Baseline 
Figure 10. Technique o£ the Baseline Method: 
The sensitivity and accuracy of anal.ysis depends ·on the method 
used. The IR S A instrument can be used for differential analysis 
. b7 using the double beam method. · The mineral oU 8lone ia · used in· 
one cell and the oU plus additive in the second cell~ · The d1f'1'erence 
.t 
in' absorbance can be attributed to· the additive •. Etv comparing with 
standard solutions, the additive concentration can· be obtained • . 
It is difficult. to· obtain pairs of · oells that; are perfectly 
matohed. . Theret'ore, 1n· order that the cell path need not be con-
sidered in. a double · beam quantitative analysis, the standard and 
unknown were run ·using the same cell.· . Two NaCl . oryatal ~ oalls ·having 
0.1 ima cell path held the liquid samples. I The crystals are mounted 
on stainless frames. . The first step of' the analysis was to clean the · 
sample cells with the volatile · aolvent.beifzene-ll The::oellnwas then· 
air ' dried ·With the aid of' a mediaaJ. ~· and checked visual.ly·. . . 
After the cells· were cleaned, ·a few drops ot pure oil, · the same as 
used in the sorption and extraction experiments, were charged -into 
the upper opening end of'-- the solvent cell vith the help . of' a medicine -
dropper. A medi.cil. syringe was then mounted over this ppening. ·llr 
pushing the rod . down · slowly~ the oil · flowed down the narrow slit· and 
tilled ·it. Air bubbles had to be . avoided. , It bubbles were formed~ 
the procedure was repeated• . Plastic· end seals were then carefully · 
squeezed into the two end openings ot· the cell. -This ensured that 
the oU tilm remained 1n· position t.hroughout the analysis~ · . 
The unknown sample was charged to the solution cell in the same · 
manner as the pure oil. . The two cells were then mounted on the 
~trcphotameter. The absorbance was plotted automatic~ on a 
recording chart. The additive used (phenyl-« -naphthylamine) contains 
an« -naphtha1ene functional group o:) which has a peak appearing 
at 770 cm-1• Ot..'ter peaks appear at 1.570 cm-1 and 1480 cm-1 wave 
. l 
number, but are less sensitive than the 710 em- peak and their 
absorbances showed more nuctuations £rom day to day. 
Because of some nuctuations in absorbance £rom day to day, 
standard samples were run ror each set o:r samples analyzed. A 
typical calibration is shown in Table VIII and Figure u. The 
concentrations in the unknown samples were obtained by comparing the 
absorbance heights with those of the standard solution~. 
Final grease sampleswere analyzed 1n a s:!m11ar manner. Grease 
. A 
was sucked into a one co hypodermic syringe and discharged into the 
sample oell. Dif'.terential analysis was again used utiliUng an oil 
calibration curve. 
TABLE VIII 
Height o£ Absorbance in the Infrared Spectra · 
(One unit = One Division on Chart = 0.05 inches) 
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Figure ll. Absorbance versus per cent PAN in Oil J. 
IV • RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Permeabij.it:y EJspe!j!ments on Silica Greases. 
The results ot permeability · tests for both thickeners, Cab-0-SU 
M-S and Cab-0-Sil H-.5, are listed in Table IX and X and shown in Figures 
12 and 1). For these silica base greases, which contained six· per cent 
6 -11 thickener, the permeabUity coefficients varied .from 12. x 10 to 
24.0 x 10-~ am2 with minima occurring at an oU viscosity of .500 to 
100 centistokes at 77°F. The results indicate that there ie no sig-
nificant di.fference between the parmeabilities or greases made with 
these two thickeners although the sur.tace area of !4-5 is 200 m2 I gm 
and that of H-5 is 32.5 m2 I gm. 
The permeability ooetticients ot these sillca greases were higher 
than those of seven per cent (fatty matter) lithium-caloium soap 
greases (3.2 x lo-11 to 10.2 :x: lo-11 cm2 ) and·,:'five per cent Baragel 
greases (2.3 x 10-ll to 10.9 x 10-ll am2) made with the same oil 
blends (12). · Values or 6.60 x lo-11 to 8.0) x 10-11 cm2 have been 
reported for eight per cent llthium greases, 7.43 x lo-ll to 8.84 x lo-11 
t"} 
~ tor eight per cent sodium soap greasea, 1.58 x 10-ll to 2.26 x 10-ll 
cm
2 for aigbt per cent aluminum soap greases (18) . and 4.10 . x 10-ll · cm2 
~or six per cent Bantone grease (19). .All ot these greases had the 
same or higher thickener contents than the silioa greases reported 
here except Baragel grease ( :ti ve per cent). 
The permeabil.1 ty coetticients tor these s111oa greases are 
considerably lower than the measured value ot 58 x 10-11 cm2 tor a 
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TABLE IX 
Summary o£ Permeability Results for Silica Greases 
Viscosity, Confidence 
Grease C§tkS@ Ll.~ Permeabilitx; AVe£ye Interval 
(x 1011 om2) (x 1011 cm2) (x 1oll · cm2) 
16.10 
SAM 88.6 15.43 16.0 14.62-17.47 
16.60 
. ·~~00'~.: 
SBM 255.0 ··u·:o1 1).8 12.15-15.)6 
14.26 
12.57 
SCM 59).6 12.64 12.9 11.71-14.06 
1).!14 
20.92 
SDM 1.596 20.90 21.4 19.21-23.6? 
22 • .50 
2).60 
S~l as.3 2).64 24.0 22.51-2.5.4) 
24.66 
17.87 
SF!.f 236.7 17.05 17.3 16.00-18.54 
16.90 
16.25 
SGM ,504.8 16.2) 16.1 15.68-16.58 
15.92 
20.90 
SHM 1403 20.18 21.4 19.26-21.49 
22.0.5 
24.06 
SJM 218.8 22.09 22.9 20.38-24.41 
22 • .5) 
20.4.5 
SIO~ 2!10.6 20.54 21.0 18.87-23.13 . 
22.01 
TABLE X 
Summary of Permeability Results for Silica Grease 
Viscosity, Confidence 
Grease Cstks@ 1.1°F Permeabill tz Average Intena1 
(x 1011 cm2) (x 1011 cm2) (x 1011 cm2) 
18.30 
SAH 88.6 19.90 18.9 16.72-21.04 
18.43 
14.92 I 
SBH 2.5.5.0 13.94 14.6 12.)8-16.91 
15.70 
11.87 
SCH 593.6 12.83 12.6 11.10-14.04 
12.99 
18.75 
SDH 1596 18.88 18.) 15.97-20.57 
17.18 
2).68 
SEH 8_5.) 22.85 2).5 22.0.5-24.98 
24.02 
17.80 
SFH 2)6.7 18.10 18.5 16.21-20.76 
19.5.5 
16.4<> 
SGH 504.8 16.43 16.4 16.~16.52 
16.47 
18.92 
SHH 140) 20.42 19.4 17.11-21.61 
18.7:3 
21.21. 
SJH 218.8 20.93 20.6 18.7.5-22 • .51 
19.75 
2l..2) 
SKH 240.6 21.:30 21.1 20.)1-21.85 
20.72 
70 100 200 300 
G) Naphthenic 
£ Solvent Re£ined Para££inic 
X Solvent Re£ined Naphthenic 
~ Pennsylvania Base 
500 1000 
Oil Viscosity~ centistokes, at 77°F 
Figure 12. Permeability vs. Oil Yiscosi ty £or Cab-0-Sil 
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Figure 13. Permeability vs. Oil Viscosity for Cab-0-Sil 




six per cent thermogel grease (19) • and the value of 74 x 10-U cm2 
tor a six per cent sUica hydrogel grease estimated rrom the equation 
. g1 ven by Ewbank and Brown (19) • 
Comparisons ot greases, of approximately equal consistencies 
made from similar oils can also be made. Ewbank and Brown's aUica 
thermogel greases in 85 VI.- Midcontinent Bright Stook (4)2 centi-
stoke& at 100°F-olosest to Oil H) had penetrations in the NLGI No. 1 
and No. 2 range for thickener contents of 4.5 to 8.0 per cent. 
Permeab111t1es ranged from 32 x lo-11 to 12.5 x 10•11 cm2 , all con-
siderably higher than obtained with the Cab-O-SUs. Their silica 
hydrogel greases in a solvent pale oil (144.4 centiatokes at 100°F-
closest to oU J) had penetrations in the NIGI NO. ·1 and No. 2 range 
tor thickener contents of ll to 15 per .oent. PermeabUities ranged . 
from 13.2 x 10-ll to 21.5 x 10•11 am2 which are in the same range as 
~ound tor six per cent Cab-0-Sil M-S ·· and H-.5 in oU J. Their meas-
urements were also made at 7?°F. The surface areas o£ their eUiaa 
thickeners are not known. These differences may reneot di.fterences 
in the silica thickeners or in the degrees ot dispersion or the 
samples tested. 
In this series of permeability tests greases made with both 
Cab-Q-Sil silica thickeners and parattinio oils gave higher values 
of permeability than thtt greases made with naphthenic oUs o£ . ~e 
same viscosity at 77°F. This was found to be gene~ true tor 
lithium-ca1oium and Baragel greases by Tu (12) who concluded that 
the thickeners were bette~spersed in the naphtheDio oils. The 
.53 
curves of per.meability coefficient versus oil v.iscosity for the silica 
greases go. through minima for both the parattinic and the naphthenic 
. series of greases at an oU viscos1 ty of 500 to 700 centistokes at 
77°F, (see Figures 12 and 13). Tu. (12) found a similar ef'.i"eot for his 
thiokeners in parat.tinio oUs. 
It should be noted tha.t the effect of the viscosity ·of the oil 
component used in manufacture or the grease on the permeability coef-
ficient is not large for this type or thickener. For the naphthenic 
series, permeability coefficients :ranged from 12.9 x 10•11 to 22.9 
x lo-11 cm2 • a ma:x:l.mum·c to.~ tbinimum ratio of about 1.8. For the para£-
fin~.o series it ranged from 16.1 x 10~11 to 22.4 x 10:-11 cm.2 , a 
max1muDl to minimum. ratio or about l.·s. Tu.'s results showed that the 
effect ot oil. viscoai ty on the permeability coe.tfioients · for the 
Baragel-thiokened naphthenio serles ranged £:rom 2 • .3 x 10-11 at the 
lowest ·viscosity to 10.9 x 10-ll em~ ·at the highest viscosity, a 
ratio of 4. 7. For the Baragel-tbiokened paraffinic series, his 
values ranged trom 8.4 x lo-11 to 10.3 x 10-ll em2 , a ratio ot about 
1.25. For his lltb:ium-caloium greases the naphthenic series had a 
ratio of 2.54, and for his paraffinic series it vas 1.46 (with a 
sma1l er visoosi t,- range). 
Silica grease macJ• from the solvent refined coastal oil J. had . 
the highest permeability- coeftioienta of the f"our greases made _of oUs 
ot sjnd]ar viscosity. In the lithium-calcium and Baragel atud1es, 
greases made trom this oil had the lowest permeability coefficients. 
Since this result was quite ~-risitrg, the entire experiment tor 
this oil was repeated• New grease samples were prepared and tested. 
The results were nearly the same as for the original samples (2).2 
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x lo-ll · and 21.1 -x lo-11 cm2 for M-.5 and 20.6 x 10·11 and 21.9 x ·1o-ll 
am2 for H-5 thick~er). Two other greases . were . also retested,- sm-1 
and SBH. Az,good check was also obtained for· ·sin! (20.9 x lO~ll and 
19.9 x 10·110 cm2)~ However, the· stm grease J>ermeability wa·s·19•4 x lo-11 
ciii2 -comPareci with. 14.6 X 10-ll am2 • · The new ~ result 19.4 X . 10-ll om2 
was: accepted because in _AU other cases the pe.rmeabillt,y results 
were nearq ~e same for both thiokene~ and t1le curv~ we~ con~ve. 
This ~value of·l9.4 x 10 .. 11-am2 followed -these e!'iteria while the 
. ~ . , ' . •. . . . .~ . ' . . . 
-11 . 2 
14.6 x 10 . em value. did not. . : 
. ·• . . . . ~ 
The· Peniuiylvania p&raf.finic oU blend · (oU K) greaSe has a· 
slightly higher permeabilitY.' coefficient. 'than the· solvent .. refilled 
pU"aftiriic'. or' similar · viscosity~ . Til '(12) found that . the 'llthilliD- . 
calcium· .gr-se made with: oil K bad a slightly higher permeability 
coefficient· than the · solvent refined para£tinic or similar viscosity, 
but .. that for Baragei grease the oil K sample had als~gh~13olover 
permeability ooe.fficient. 
. . 
Tti•s data were rec8J.culated using a least square procedure to 
get the slopes o'E the in h vs. t (natural lo~aritbm_ ~t oii height 
. . 
va. time) curves • . The results are shown in TablesXXIc.a.rlc[-~.XII. · 
The average deviation of all the sample results from their~ 
in this work. was 2.8 per cent. For Tu'a data, this vAlue wae ;3.0 
per cent • . The ' average of the maximum deviations ' from the mean for 
each aatltple' was 4•3 per cent for tbis '·stud;r cOmpared to 4.5 pe:r ' cent 
obtained by 'l'u (12). 
TABLE XI 
Summary of Recalculated Permeability Results tor Tu's Data 
Viseosity, 
Grease Cstks C?0°F 
LA 117 








. . . . . 
Permeabilit:y Coefricient1 (x lOll ss2) 
Tu • s Result Recalculated Average 
:3.8 . ).8 
:).8 3·9 4.0 
3.9- 4.) 
6.4· 6.8 
6.6 '6.6 6.? 
6.5 - . 
10.0 ]l)~OC' 
J.m~O :~ 10.3 10.2 l.o.o·. 10.3 
9.1· 9.:3 
9.:3 9·3- 9.3 9.,. 
·9·1 
6.2 6.2 
6.2 6.) 6.) 
6.4 6.4 








7.4 7.4 ?.6_ 
. 7•7 . ... 7•'1 . 
ss 
TABLE XII 
Stimma.ry of Recaloulated Permeability Results for Tu's Data 
Viscosity 











. 11 2 PemeabUi tr Coerficient 1 (x 10 em . ) 
Tu's Result Recalculated Average 
2.4 2.2 
2.3 2.3 2.3 
2.4 2.4 
3·9 4.0 
4.0 3.9 4.0 
4.1 4.2 
5·1 s.? 
s.a. s.a . 6.2. 
6.0 7.1 
10.2 9.9 
10.5. u.s 10.9 
11.4 U.2 
10.4 10.2 
10.2 10.3 10.:3 
10.3 10.5 
a., 8.4 
8.6 a., 8.4 
8.6 s • .s 
8.1 8.4 
8.5 a., 8.4 
8.j a.s 
10.6 10.8 
1o • .; 9.6 lO,:J 
10.0 10.6 
3·7 ).8 ).8 3·9 4.0 
:3·9 4.4 
8.2 8.2 




B. Permeability Experimtmt on Asbestos Grease. 
PermeabUity measurements were made on the Asbestos-thickened 
.grease (Fo1'1J'1'1.1htion 4, Table VI). _The results were: _ 
1. 136 x lo-11 cm2 2. 131 x lo-11 om2 3. 13.5 x lo-ll cm2 
with an average or 134 x 10-ll cm2 • These values have been corrected 
for the resistances of the screens and fiJ.ters (AppendL"'C A. 2. b.). 
~e the asbestos thiCkener gave greases ot usefUl consistencies at 
a concentration ot eight per cent, the high permeability coefficients · 
obtained indicate -a coarse ge1 structure. A grease with such a coarse 
structure vcnild be expected to show high bleeding tendencies. Never-
theless after three months storage in _a container with a grease 
surface whioh had no cavities, no oit separation was observed. 
c. somtion and Extraction. 
1, Sotption of PAN Additive b:y Lithium and Baragel Greases, 
The data tor the individual sorption runs in Baragel and lithium. 
greases tor 0,5 per cent, 2.0 per cent, and 3.0 per cent PAN in the 
oU are sUJmJari&ed 1n Table XIII. Detailed data are listed in 
Table XIX, Appendix c. · Typical results are shown in Figures 24 
and 2.5. Sample calcul.ationa are given in Appendix A. 
Equill.brium concentrations of PAN additive in the llthium and 
Baragel greases were reached after )0 ee to 60 co of oil containing 
additive had permeated -through the greases, Tha equill.brium concentra-
TABLE · XIII 
Summary of Sorption and Extraction Results 
£or Baragel and Lithium Greases. 
Sorption Equil.. Cono. 1. Mass Balanoe 
(Q • .S f, PAN 2. Grease .A.nal.yeie 




_ Extrac- Final Cono. 1. Mass Balance 0.08 ~ 0.07 f, 
tion 2~ Grease Analysis 0.12 ~ 0.01 ~ 
Slope -0.)4 -0.49 
sorpt!on•-~;nc.-x: A&s8!i!iiici·-- · ··-I:w-~----:o:m 
(1.0 ~ PAN · 2. Grease Analysis - - ..; ·- · 
in oU) Slope · -0-.2 -0.46 
sa 
Extrac- Final. Cono. 1. Mass Balance ·o ~-~ · (-0--ia-·tt .. -~:> 
t1on** 2. Grease Analysis.· ( o:i:s: -~ , ·o-:2()'~--
~--~eE!. .• ··-· ............... .. ------:2!~--·-----=2~~-
Sorption Fqu:U. Cono. 1. Maas Balance _ g.~-~ . 1.99 f, 
· (2•0 f, PAN 2. Grease· .A.nal.ysie - - : 
1n oU) Slope · -0.30 ~0.41 
Extrac- l'inal Cono. 1. Mass Balance 0.28 ~ o.o.s f, 
tion · 2. Grease Analysis 0.28 ~ 0.0.5 ~ 
-------~!2E!-................. -----------=2:!!-L-----:2:~ 
Sorption EquU. Cone. 1. Mass Balance 
(3.0 f, PAN 2, Grease Analysis 
in oil) Slope 
Extrac-
tion 
Final. Cono. 1. Mas• Balance 
2. Gr~tase AnaJ.7sia 
Slope 
• Tu'• Data (12) 




o.26 f, o.oo ~ o.oo --
-0.29 -0.45 . 
•• Tu'• Data (12)1 stut1ng ldth 1.38 f, PAN incorporated in grease 
during JIUU1U1'aoture. 
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-tions of PAN are listed in Table XIII and are plotted a((dnst per cent 
additive in the oU in Fi.gure 14. The data for one per cent PAN are 
·taken from Tu'a thesis (12). , 
The ~brium concentrations o£ PAN in ·the greaaes are equal to 
or sl1ghtl7 less than the PAll concentration in the permeating oU tor 
all lithium. crease runs. The lithiWD. grease contained 12 per c.nt 
thickener and 88 per cent lld.neral oil (12). It we aesume that the 
concentration ot PAN 1n the o11 phase (88 per cent) in the grease is 
equal. to that 1n the peftr.eating ou·, only a am•Jl amount of additive 
1s a'Yailable tor usociation with the lithium. soap thickener. The 
amount ~ additive usoai&ted with the thickener ~ppea.rs _to increase 
with increasing additive concentration hom an average ot about 
0.00) .P per gm thickener att.er extraction with additive-free oil . 
to 0.0) gm per gra of thiokener in equilibriUJI 1d.th the :3.0 per cent 
PAN solution. The lower oemcentration ratio ie veey small and may 
not be significant becauae of errora in analysis. 
For Baragel greaaea. the results are ditterent. Here the 
equ11ibri1111 PAN concentration 1n the greaae mrceeded those 1n the 
permeating oil by about 0.) per cant at low PAN concentrations and 
· up to 0.6 per oent at ,.o per cent ·P.AN in the permeating oil. Thus, 
aaauming unitorm d1•persion of additive in Oil, a large amount· of 
PAN must be asaociatwd with the thickener, 0.07 gm to 0.16 gm -per gm 
or thickener. It ia reasonable to consider tb18 additive as being 
held by surtace torces on the thickener. TM amount o£ apparentl7 
bound PAN inoreaaes with concentration o~ PAN in t.ha oil. 
2.0 
G Barage1 Grease · 
A Lithium Grease 
1.0 -
0 1.0 
PAN Concentration in Oil, f, 
Figure 14. Equilibrium Concentration vs. Oil 
Concentration for -Sorption Experiment. 
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The sorption data aleo are plotted as log ( 1 - (~ PAN in grease 
/ final tf, PAN in grease)) versus (volume ot extracted oU / volume 
ot grease sample) or Z va. X in FigurN 15, 16, and .l?. For both 
greases, the semilogaritludo plot is linear with negative slopes at 
the start of the runs. The. initial data appear to t~llow the ·eq,a-
~ . . 
tion Z = e- where k is the absolute numerical value o~ the slope. 
The data deviate from this equation at high values of X. This may 
be due to experimental error 1n determining individual additive 
concentrations; error in estimation ot the tinal equilibrium value, 
or some change in the sorption mechanism. As Z becomes less than 
0.1, any small error in either ~rm leads to a large .error in Z 
which is the ditterenoe between·unit,- and a ratio close to unity. 
The slopes ot the Earagel curves range tram -0~2 to -0.42 and 
average about-0.). For the lithium grea••• the slopes are steeper, 
rar..ging .trom -0.41 to -0.64. Thus, the lithima greases reach equi-
librium more rapidly than the Baragel greases. 
2. ~raotion ot PAN Additive tram Lithium and Baragel Greases. 
Extraction experiments were carried out on the grease samples 
· which had reached equilibrium vi th . the oils containing 0 • .5 per cant, 
2.0 per cent and 3.0 per cent PAN. The additive vas ·then extracted 
by permeation ot oil without adcH.tive. Final equilibrium oonc~tra­
tions were reached atter 20 to 50 co ot extracted oU had permeated 
through the grease sample. The values are 11ated in Table XIII. 
Calculations are shown in Appendix A. Tu'a data tor extraction or 
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1.0 
<:) BOA: Baragel Grease ~thout 
Additive 





























1 2 3 4 
X = Volume o:f Extracted Oil ,cc/Volume of _Grease,cc 
Figure 15. Reduced Plot Relating Fraction o:f Additive 
Sorbed vs. Volume of Permeating Oil with 







































1 2 4 
X = Volume o~ Extracted Oil, co/Volume o~ Grease, co 
Figure 16. Reduced Plot Relating Fraction o~ Additive 
Sorbed vs. Volume o~ Permeating Oil with 
2.0 f, PAN ~or BOA and LOA • . 
o.os 
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X = Volume o£ Extracted Oil, cc/Volume o£ Grease, co 
Figure 17. Reduced Plot Relating Fraction o£ Additive 
Sorbed vs. Volume o£ Permeating Oil with 
3.0 ~ PAN £or BOA and LOA. 
greases made with 1.38 per cent additive are also shown. The final 
equilibrium concentrations tor the sorption and extraction samples 
averaged about 0.2 per cent £or the Baragel greases and about 0.04 
per cent for the lithium greases again illustrating the stronger 
sorption of the PAN additive on the Baragel thickener than on the: ~ 
lithium soap. Tu's values were a little higher in each case, but 
his additive was introduced at about l00°C during the sample prep. 
aration and some chemical. reaction may have taken place. 
The results are also Plotted in the for.m log ( ~ PA.~ in grease 
- final ~ PAll) / ( original ~ PAN in grease - final f, PAN) versus 
( volume of extracted oil. / volume of grease ) or Y vs. X 1n Figures 
18 • 19, and· 20. For both lithium and Baragel greases, the semi-
logarithmic plot is approximately linear with .negative slopes at 
6.5 
the start of the runs. In the linear · region, the data appear to 
.follow the equation Y = e -kx where k is the absolute rmmerlcal value 
of the slope. The deviation at high values of X may be due · to 
experimental error in deter.mining additive concentration. The 
significance of ~ error increases as concentration falls as the 
numerator or !::.:becomes the small difference between relatively large 
numbers and .a small error in either will have D.ll important effect on 
the difference. t!evertheless, there is a general trend toward . steeper 
slopes at high values of X for all runs which ~ indicate a change 
in the nature of additive distribution in this region. 
The slopes cr the Y-X plot are also listed in Table XIII along 










































Q EGA: Ba.ragel Grease 
With Additive 






X = Volume of Extracted, co/Volume of Grease, cc 
Figure 18. Reduced Plot of Fraction of Additive Removed 











































X = Volume of Extracted Oil, co/Volume of Grease, oc 
Figure 19. Reduced Plot of Fraction of Additive Removed 














































X= Volume o£ Extracted Oil, . co/Volume o£ Grease, oc 
Figure 20. Reduced Plot of Fraction o£ Additive Removed 
vs. Extracted Oil Volume £or IDA and LGA. 
ranged from -0.49 to -0.45. For Baragel the range was .. 0.42 to 
-0.29. The lower slopes for the Baragel greases mean that the rate 
. ot approach to equilibrium in removal or additive from the greases 
ia lower than for the lithium greases during ~'le early stages of 
extraction. · For each thiokenert the sl.opes are 1n the same range 
as the slopes 1n the sorption experiments. 
). Sorption and Extraction of PAN Additive Usi.m; Silica Grea.~ 
The results or extraction, . sorption and extraction experiments 
on a silica grease containing one per cent PAN, and sorption and 
extraction ~ertments on silica grease SJH are given in Table XIV. 
are · 
The a&ta;zu:so -~'plotted as Z vs • X and Y vs • X in Figures 21., 22, 
and -23· 
TABLE XIV 
Summar,y of Sorption and EXtraotion Results for Silica Greases 
Extraction 
(1.0 '$ PAN 
in grease) 
Sorption 









1. Mass Balance 
2. Grease Analysis 
· ·o.ol f,_~) 
""-· · - ···· - ..... 
-0.46 
1. Mass Balance 1.45 f, 
2. Grease Analysis -
-0.)8 
1. Mass Balance ¢.!38 f, j 






. o.06 if, 
-0.35 











X = Volume of Extracted Oil, co/Volume of Grease, co 
Figure 21. Reduced Plot of Fraction of Additive Removed 

























A SOA: Silica Grease 
Without Additive 
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X = Volume of EXtracted Oil, co/Volume of Grease, co 
Figure 22. Reduced Plot Relating Fraction of Additive 
Sorbed vs. Volume of Permeating Oil With 










































X= Volume o£ Extracted Oil, .co/Volume o£ Grease, co 
Figure 23. Reduced Plot o£ Fraction o£ Additive Removed 
vs. Extracted Oil Volume £or SGA and SOA. 
the extraot1on-sorpt1on-axtraction experiment. The one per cent ot 
PAll additive in the original grease waa complete~ extracted. However, 
after resorption o_t the additive, the :t1nal extraction lett an appre-
ciable amount of additive in the grease. The poss1b111ty that equ1-
libr1U11l waa not reached seems unlike~ in view of the consiatenoy ot 
the anal.ysea on the final oU extracted (Table XX). Also the quantity 
ot extraction oil used vas aufrioi~t to approach equ1librl.um in the 
t1rat axtraotion. Al.tbough the intrared oells used tor analysis had 
been daJMged ahort.:cy before :t.htir:~et~ : oi\.anUyiJes mald.ng the . analyses leas 
reliable, the residual. concentration va• too high to be aoocnmted tor 
by these possible aouroes ot error. 
The eesent:Sall7 aero concentration obtained with the sorption-
extraotion experillent ,. is unapected in view of the high equillbrium 
conoentrat:!.on (1.54 ~) obtained with the one per cent additive in 
the oil. In spite ot its _large ~AGA..JU!e.,_and JWV" ~~tfaae­
the a111aa thickeMr apparently can not hold the additive as &ragel 
;.--- - -~, 
doea. (,~~~- .. !.!..!~Lr.~!!!!.JJ~JD.th the 1n1tial extraction result 
ot the extraaticm-aorpt1on-ax.tl-aot1on e:per!uDt. 
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V • C0~1CLUSIONS 
(1) Permeab111t:r coe.ftioienta ot greases made with six per cent 
ot Cab-0-811 H-.S 8lld Cab-0-SU H-.5 thickener 1n mineral oUs whose 
viscosity ranged trom 85.3 to 1596 centiatokes at 7/°F, varied hall 
12.6 X 10-ll ~0 24.0 X 10-11 cm2• 
(2) No significant cl1t!erenoes were observed between the two 
thickeners a1though H-5 haa a surfac.e area 62 • .S per cent greater 
than M-.S. 
(3) The permeabil1ty coefticienta ~ these · eillca greases are 
lower than those of · ailloa greases of the eame tbiolcener content 
made with silica thermogel and a111ca ~gel. 
(4) For both tldck.ners the permeab111ty or greues made with 
i_,araftinio oils gave higher values than those made w1 th naphthenic 
oils ot the sam• viscosit7 at 7/°F. 
(5) The ef'feot of~ viscosity ot the oil component 1n the 
grease is not large, but there ia a min1mum pemeab111t7 tor both 
panif'inic and naphthenio greases at SOO to '700 centietokea at rf>F. 
(6) A ch%7sotUe asbestos grease ot No. 2 conairrtenoy had a 
permeability ooettioient ot 134 x 10·11 om2• 
(7) In sorption experiments using a PAN ~t1ve, COD&Iidera~ 
more additive wu associated with a Barag411 thickener surface than 
with lithium soap thickener. 
(8) At equi11br1um, the amount of PAN associated with the 
thickener increased with the concentration ot the additive in the 
mineral ou. 
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(9) Extraction or PAN additive f'rom lithium greases to equilib-
rium with additiv .. tree oU remcwed virtually all or the additive. 
(10) Extraotion of PAN additive from Baragel greases to equi-
libriUDi with additive-tree oil lef't 0.2 per cent PAl; in the grease. 
(U) Equilibrlum in sorption and 1n extraot1on experiments 
was reached more rapidly with lithium soap than with Baragel. 
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VII • APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
Sample Calculations 
1. :'{iscosity Calculation. 
a. Viscometer Ca1ibration. 
Equation f= At-BIt 
For 
~ 1 = :35•37 oentistokes ~ = 264.J seconds 
r2 ~ 489.7 centistokes t2 = 3649.5 seconds 
Substitute the data into the equation 
35.1? = A X 264.3 - B I 264.) (1) 
49a.7 = A x 3649.s - B 1 J649.s (2) 
Solve equations (1) and (2) get: 
A = 0.1314 B = 2.5.00.5 
b. Oil G Viscosity Calculation. 
Ernux time • 3764.05 seconds 
,J c: o.l314 x :3764.os - 25.oos I 3764.os 
= 504.8 centistokes 
2. Permeability Coe.fficients Calculation. 
Calculation of the permeabUity coetficients is based «& Darcy's 
Law. A typical. calculation is shown belova (Grease SGJ.t-3) 
a. Slo-ee and Constant K Calculation. 
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Viscosity of the oil b1end G ~ 504.8 centistokes at 7l°F 
.Area or burette ~ = 0.2623 .cm2 
Area of grease sampl.e A
8 
= 15.55 em2 
Area ratio ~ I Ae= o.o168S 
Sample thickness = 0.476 Cm 
-K d( ln h . ) 
Permeability = B o -.-~.-------
. d~ 
Plots of ln h vs. t are general.ly linear, and B can be ca1culated 
; . - .. .. . (, 
. . 
from the slope of the curve. ~ th1~ ca:Lcul.ation, the digital 
computer was used. A 1east squares cnu-va fitting routin~ monitor 
program for the IIH 1620 (29) was available at the University of 
ldesouri at Rolla•s Canputer Science Center. This program was used 
1n calculating the slopes of the c\trves~ ' The least·· squares best · 
fitting ·straight liria ·()0). through the ·data is 'the line which makes 
the sum of squares oi measured y · .(dependent vAriable) values from 
predicted Y (calculated) values a minimumt 
. . . . 
Y =a+ b (x-i) 
• . l 
The resul.~ing expressions tor a and b are: 
:-,.~ ni 





For run SGl-i-3 : 
g 
= -... 504.8 X 0.476 X 0.01685 
900:66 
= 4.128 x lo-5 cm2 sec-1 
b. PerpteabWt:y Coefficient Calculation. 
where 
_ B = v d (ln h) 
t - A . dt 
= 4.128 X 10-5 X ).858 X l0-6 
= 1.5.92 x lo-11 cm2 
Bt = total permeablli ty 
Tha 40 mesh screens and m1]11pora filters resistances must be con-
sidered 1n calculating the permeabllity o£ the grease. The permea-
bility ot the grease should be obtained by correction tor the re-
sistanees or the soreans and filters. The reciprocal. or the per-
meab111 ty is . the resistance to the flow, and these resistances are 
additive : (15) 1 
· where 
B = permeability of the grease g 
B = permeability or the screens and fll tars 
0 
A blank test was run with the same screens and filters but no grease 
sample and wi~ 011 G (See Table XVIII) 
The correctionsto include the apparatus resistance is of negligible 
A 
·importance in this case. This is true of all samples studied and 
correction were not made except for the asbestos grease. 
c. Confidence Interval Calculation. 
1. Sample mean. n 
~ ~i 
- 1=1 X=-....._--. __ 
n 
2. Sample variance. n ( n 2 
n 2:,x1 - ;z:~ ·) _ 2 i=l 1=1 s = _ _... ...... ....,_~!"1111~----
n (n - 1) 
3. Small sample 1 -c<oonfidence interval tor4{. 
where 
_ ,u = a confidence interval for . the mean 
o( = 0.05, girlng a 95 tf, confidence limit 
where t«/2 is tabulated• for n - 1 · degrees o:t .. beaidome For SGM, 
n- 1 = 2 and t~/2 = 4.303, at the _9S per cent confidence 
• Freund, J. E., Livermore, P. E., and M1ller, I., " 1-'..anual o£ 
Experimental Statistics,• :Table II, p. 123, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Eng1awood Clit:Cs, N. J. (196o) 
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level o< a 1 - 0.95 • 0.05 
SGM-1 • 16.2.s x 1o .. n mA2 
Pesubil1t1es are 1 
SGM-2 • 16.23 X 10•ll ca2 
. - ~ 2 - 6 ~ 2 SGY.-3 = 15.92 X 10 em X • 1 .]J X 10 em 
. 15.68 X 10-ll ca.2<A ( 16.,S8 X 10-ll J 
82 . 
'· Cal,eul.ation ot PM .Add»!D 1n G£M:!•• After so£PY.on ot Mditiv~ 
tree the oil Pe17J!&t!Dg TbfoMh.the 0£!!!!• 
Sample thickness_ 
VolW~Ut of grease 
Dantitq ~ grease 
Weight or sample 
= 0.476 em 
zs 15.ss x o.4?6 • 7.40 ~ 
a 0.90 £ll / CO 
• 7•~ X 0.90 • 6.66 gm 
Total additive retained in th• greao .. , obtdned uaing graph1~ 
1nte£r&t1on o£ the cune ot exlt oU oonoentrat.ion va. volume tJ! oil 
extracted.. For enmple, oonaider 3.0 f, PAN additive in o11 per-
11e&tinl; through Baragel area•• without additS.••· 
Volume or Oil Effluent, cc 
8) 
Total additive retained in the grMSe is obtained by integrating the 
area in the crossed region. 
Total add1:t,1ve retained in the grease~:~~ 0.242) gm 
The per cent additive 1!i this Baragel grease 1s: 
0,242' X 100 ~ 64 d 6.66 = _,. to 
. 4. Calculation ~ PAN Additive Remainine; in the Grease, After 
Extraction W1 th A1re 011. 
Arter the sorption experiment r.aohed equilibrium, the additive 
va• extracted hom the grease with pure oil. ·For a:ample, in the 
3.0 ~ PAN sorption experiment, the equ111brium value vas 3.64 ~ o£ 
additive in th• grease. The total additive NmOVed from the grease 

















The total additive removed rrom the grease = 0.2266 gm. 
Final additive rama1n1ng in greaaF0.242>-0.2266=o .. Ol57 gm 
The per cent additive in grease af'ter extraction is: 
o,olf x 100 




10 20 30 4<) 50 
Volume o:r Oil Effluent, cc 
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1 2 4 5 7 
Volume of Extracted Oil, cc / Volume of Grease, cc 
Figure 24. Reduced Plot of Effect .of Volume of Extracted Oil on Transfer of Additive 






























1 2 4 5 6 7 
Volume of Extracted Oil, cc / Volume of Grease, cc 
Figure 25. Reduced Plot of Effect Volume of Extracted Oil on Extraction of Additive 




Tables of Data 
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TABLE XV 
Specifications ot Standard Oil Samples and Calibration Data 
Viscosity, 
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B = 25.005 
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TABLE XVI 
Data for Permeability Tests on Silica Grease SAM 
Runl Run 2 Run 3 
Time, min Height, em 
0 28.50 
50 25.32 25.75 
6o 26.20 24.88 25.)5 
70 25.62 24.28 25.07 
80 23.?9 24.72 
90 25.13 2).42 24.36 . 




140 2).54 21..90 22.74 







Z?O 19.86 18.67 19.06 
300 18.09 18.)4 
330 17.34 17.57 




630 11.90 n.ss 
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TABLE XVI 
.. Data ·ror PenUeabillty Tests on ·s111oa Grease SAH 
Runl Run 2 Run) 
Time 1 min . Height, em .. 
0 z,.27.~ . 27.?.9 2'7.3.5 
10 27•26 ' ' . 26.78 
20 2.$.69 . 26.82 ' ... ' 26.32 
30 25.41 26.44 : 25.90 
40 
-
26.02 : . 25.)8 
50 
-
25.62 .· 25~07 
75 24.6? ~ 24.0) 
90 22.86 . 24~14 . 2).50 
100 . 22.46 . 23.78 2J.]J 
110 2).42 · 
,. 22.64 .... 






180 19.71 2.1..06 . 20.24 
190 19.37 
- -
200 20.42 19.58 
210 18.?2 20.14 . 19.28 
2)0 18.1) 
240 1?.81 19.Z/ 18.).5 
ZlO 16.94 18.40 17.46 
290 16.41 ... 17..~~ .84 16.66 




Data ·for Permeabillty Tests on Silica Grease S!M. 
Run 1 . Run 2 . Run' 
Time, B:b Height~ em 
0 28.0~ . 29.16 . 
1 2'7.08 . 2?.60 

















. 12 21.11 . 21.17 
13 20.66 ' 20.72 
14 20.2). 20.2'7 .. 
1.5 19.83 . 19.80 
17 18.98 . 18.90 
-
18 18.6o ' 18.48 
20 16.82 
22 15.98 
23 · J.S.6o 
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TABLE XVI 
Data tor Permeability Tests on Silica Grease SBR 
Runl Run 2 Run 3 
Time, hrs Height, em 
1 27.52 
l • .S 2:/.16 
2 26.80 26.99 26.09 
2.5 26.44 
' 
26.08 26.)1 25.41 
).5 2.S.?s 
-
4 2.5.51 26.12 24.68 
4.5 25.21 ... 
s 24.87 24.93 2).92 . 
s.s 24.56 
-
6 24.29 23.24 
6.s 2).98 
7 2).72 2).80 22.74 
?.s 2).40 
8 2).Z/ 22.10 
9 22.64 21.53 
10 22.12 20.92 
20 17.50 16.07 
21 17.05 15.70 
22 16.6.5 14.87 
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TABLE XVI 
Data for Permeability Testa on S111oa Grease SCM 
Runl Run 2 Run 3 
Time, hra Height, em 
9 25.37 24.8) 





21 ... 2).00 22.06 
23 22.77 22 • .58 21.64 
25 22.20 21.26 
29 21.40 20.48 
)1 21.06 20.08 









46 18.:38 18.14 17.1S 
=; o so 17.57 16.4o 
52 .17.'Z/ 16.25 
ss 16.65 15.75 
S6 16.60 1S.6s 
57 .. 16.46 15.40 
TABLE XVI 
Data for Permeability Tests on .Silica Grease SCH 
. . 
Runl Run 2 Run 3 
Time, bra Height, em 
0 29.27 
1 28.28 
6 26 • .54 
7 26.29 
10 25.33 26.66 
12 24.80 26.20 - . 





24 22 • .58 
26 22.22 
28 21.)6 22.82 
30 20.96 22.44 21.48 
:32 20 • .58 22.o6 
-
:34 20.16 21.64 
)6 19.74 21.26 
39 19.10 20.62 
49 17.40 18.(fl 
51 17.10 18 • .5.5 
ss 16.48 17.92 
59 15.8) 17.32 
60 15.79 17.17 
-
72 14.0.5 15.50 
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TABLE XVI · 
Data for Permeability Tests on Silica· Grease SDM 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Time, hrs ~eight, cm · 
6 28.:32 Z'/.20 26.84 
8 26.50 
9 27.91 • 26.66 · 26.)1 
10 27•72 ' 26·.47 . . 26.19 
n Z?.s6 · . 26·;.28 ' . 




24 2.5•43 24.12 24;.16 
26 2.5•24 23•92 2).88 
28 25.02 2).58 2).63 
30 24.75 2).)2 
32 • 23.07 
34 24~14 22.71 
)6 2).80 22./.JO 
47 22.31 20.92 
48 22~20 20.80 . 
-
49 22.08 . 20.66 ' 
-
52 21;.74 . . 20.28 . 
S4 2J.~.S2 20.08 
ss 21.40 19•92 
51 21.1) 19.74 
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TABLE XVI 
Data tor Permeability Testa on Silica Grease SDH 
Runl Run 2 Run 3 
Time, hrs Height, om 
2 27.68 'Z!.l4 
s Z/.26 26.ss 28.86 
6 Zl.lS 26.4) 28.68 
8 26.74 26.05 





24 24.57 2).82 26.16 
26 24.)7 2).58 25.90 
28 24.11 2).)2 25.67 * 
30 2).84 2).1) ' 25.44 
31 23.77· 2).02 
'' 




31 22.97 22.28 
-
49 2).27 
52 21.25 20.69 22.97 
55 20.95 . 20.4) 22.70 




59 20.5) 20.06 
-
72 19.19 18.85 
74 19.08 18.67 
TABLE XVI 
Data fo.r Permeabillty Testa on Silica Grease SF>I 
. Run·l Run 2 Run,. 
Time, m1n · · Height1 em 
0 28.87 27.99 27.84 
1o· . 28~13 27.23 'Zl.)l 
. 20 
.2:1.53 26.55 26.70·. 
:30 ·26.88 25.91 26.21 
140 26.42 . 25.41 2.5.60 
so 25.89 : 2h-.80 . 2,5·.12 
.6o. 25.)2 24.)1 . . 24·.6) 

















180 19.82 18.84 
-
230 17.8? . 16.82 
-
2.50 1?.20 16.18 
290 15.8) 14.9) 
310 15.)0 1._4.33 
340 . 14.)8 1).4.5 
~, , · . ,))80 ]J.)S 12.50 
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TABLE XVI 
Data tor Permeability Tests on Silica Grease SEH 
Run 1 . . Run 2 Run) 
~e, min _ H~ight, em 
10 28.21 26.59 21.98 
20 Zl~S6 26~04 2?.33 
:30 .. Z/.01 25.48 26.74 ., 
40 .26.46 24.9.5 26.12 
so 25.96 24.42 25.64 
60 2;./q 23.92 2.5.08 
70 24.93 - ~~~' 24 • .56 
80 24.48 22.90 24.12 
. . 
90 24.02 22.~ a,.67 
·100 · 23.s:r 22.02 2).18 
110 2).07 . .21..5) 2).7) 
120 22.62 21.12 22.:30 
1110 21.48 
150 · 21~)6 . 19.82 21.20 
16o . 20.94 19.43 
170 20.52 19.0.5 
180 20~15 18.64 
200 19.:38 . 17.88 
280 16.57 1;.17 
-
300 15.94 14.SS 
-
3:30 15.02 13.70 
-
)60 14.16 12.95 
380 13.56 12.40 
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TABLE XVI 
Data for Permeability Tests on Silica Grease SFM 
Run 1 . Run 2 RUn' 
Time, hrs Hei_ght, em 
2 24~.59 . 2).46 
-
3 23~80 22.72 ' 
4 2).15 22.07 . 24.46 
.5 22~4) 21.4) ' 
6 21~74 20.7/ . 
1 21.06 20.18 . 22.07 
8 20~:38 . 19.48 2J.•JO 
9 19~71 ' 18.88 
10 ' 19~90 
11 19.26 
l2 18.06 . 17.17 18.60 
1) 17~50 ' 16.68 
1.5 16~38 1.5.6) . 
16 15.94 1.5 .• 13 . ... 




2.5 12.05 11.4o 12.15 
26 11.69 n.os 
Zl 11..:39 10.70 




Data tor PermaabUity Testa on Silica Grease SFH 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 




2 • .5 2.5.22 
3 2.5.1) ' . 24.66 24.80 
3 • .5 24.~2 
4.s 2).66 
s 23.46 22.92 2).28 
s.s 22.89 
6 22.66 22.08 
7 21.90 21.'28 
-
9 20.46 19.?6 .. 
-
10 19.77 . . 19.04 











22 1).20 12.)9 
2) 12.79 11.92 
24 12.40 11.46 
28 10.8) 9·9.5 
29 . 10 • .50 9.55 
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TABLE XVI 
Data :for Permeability Tests on Silica Grease SGM 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
Time,hrs Height, em 
1 'Z/.92 
2 27.47 21.68 
3 26.99 21.)7 
4 26.61 
-
5 26.23 20.88 
-
6 25.97 
1·5 25.)9 20.16 
8 2.5.22 20.02 
9 24.88 
-
10 24 • .52 2).41 
10 • .5 24.)8 
11 19.09 2).07 
12 18.72 22.72 
J.J.s 18.26 
16 21 • .58 
18 20.94 













Data for Permeability Tests on Silica Grease SGH 
Run .. l Run 2 Run 3 
Time, hrs Height, em 
'1 2).96 23.67 27.33 
1 • .5 ., . ·?:"/.14 
2 2).62 2).41 ... 
) • .5 -I 26.42 




6.5 .. · .. . 2.5.47 
7 22~06 21.81 
9 Z1..42 21.20 
-
' 9.5 -. ·- 24.46 
10 21.11 20.86 
-
10.5 2).94 
11 20.80 20.52 
11.5 23.53 
22 20.48 
2) .. 20.14 




2.5 17.0.5 16.8) 19.38 
27 -. 18.8) 
29 16.06 l.S.87 -. 
31 1.5.6.5 15.46 
)6 14 • .50 14.)2 
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TABLE XVI 
Data for Permeability Tests on 8~~ Grease SHM 
Run 1 -Run 2 Run 3 
Time,~ Height, om 
0 28.44 26.6) 
2 28~06 26~26 Zl.31 





6 27~)0 25 • .52 26.09 
8 2S.6i 
10 26~61 24~76 2.5.27 
12 26.23 24.)8 24.?9 
1) 26~08 24.18 
2) 2).12 
24 24.29 22~:36 2).01 
28 23~68 21.88 .. 




32 23.07 21.)1 
-
)4 22.77 21.03 21.78 
37 22.36 20~42 
-
47 20.25 
so 20.64 18.64 
-
5) 20.25 18.40 
-
sa 19.58 17.90 
-
60 19.)2 17.55 
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TABLE XI! 
Data £or Permeabili~ Tests on Silica Grease SHH 
Runl . Run 2 Run) 
Time, hrs Height, om 
0 2:'/.ll 23.92 25.10 
1 26.80 23.66 24.91 
4 26.12 22.97 24.46 
5 2s.9e 22.e:) 24.34 










19 23-30 20.92 
20 2).15 20.7/ 
2) 22.62 20.47 
24 20.27 21.48 
25 ?2.28 21.:33 
















Data for Permeability Tests on Sillca Grease SJM 
Run 1 . Run 2 Run 3 
Time,hrs lleight, om 
0 Z,.91 28.18 29.16 
o • .s 27.)1 28.1) 
1 26.6o 26.93 Z/.31 
1.5 25.90 26.)2 26.69 





3·5 23.50 24.22 
4 2).53 23.72 
4.5 22.98 23.12 
s 2l..87 22.46 22.62 
s.s 21.)) 21..98 22.12 
6 20.8? 21.45 





17 ·~-~ . : .r: 1).20 
17 • .5 12.90 






Data for Permeability Tests on SUica Grease SJH 
Run 1 Run) 
Time, hrs Height, em 
0 Z?.eo 2!'/.12 
1 25.90 
10 18.48 28.67 




12.5 16.82 2.5.26 1.5.98 
1) 16.48 15.68 
1) • .5 1.5.28 
14 1.5.0) 
14.5 2).16 14.74 
1.5 15.26 
15 • .5 22.17 
16 14.74 21.68 
17 .14.1) 20.77 13.2.5 
17.5 1).80 20.).5 13.02 
18 1).53 19.93 12.75 
19 1).02 12.22 
20 18.)0 
20.5 12.24 17.92 
21 12.00 17.54 




Data for Permeab111ty Tests on Silica Grease SKM 
Run 1 Run2 Run 3 
Time, hrs Height, em 
0 19.66 20.72 18.46 
o.s . 19~29 20.:34 18.11 
1.5 .. 18.57·' 19 • .53· 17.44 . . -
2 • .5 l.7 .F/l 18.76 16.75 
) . 1?.50 "18.37 .. 16.)8 
).S 17.16 18.0) 16.04 
4 • .5 16.52 17.43 15.41 
5 16.24 16.99 15.1.5 
6 15.64 16.4) '14.53 
7 15.10 15.82 13.97 
·7·.5 14.82 1.5 • .56 13.70 
8 14.55 15 .• 29 1).40 
10 1).45 14.26 12.:3) 
10.5 1:3.29 ]J.99 12.10 
11 1).0' . 1).76 n.87 · 
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TABLE XVI 
Data tor Permeabill ty Tests on Silica Grease SKH 
Runl ·Run 2 Run) 
Time, hrs Haight, am 
0 28.07 . 27.5? 26.51 
o.s 
1 26.93 26.59 25.60 
l • .S 26.)5 26.09 25.00 
2 2.5.82 25.59 24.61 
2.5 25.38 25.18 
3 24.92 24.?6 
-
,.s 24.)8 24.)4 
-
s 2).02 22.9) .. 
s.s 22.58 22 • .52 
6.5 20.68 
1 21.32 . 21.18 20.33 
?.s 20.;92 21J.T/ 19.92 







Data for Per.meability Tests on Asbestos Grease 
Runl . Run 2 Run' 
Time, min Height, am 
0 28.)7 2:1.46 29.)1 
s 21.19 26.93 28.77 
10 27.26 26~39 28.2) 
20 26.12 25.41 Zl.?A 
2.5 25.66 24.95 26.?8 
30 2.5.21 24.46 26.3.2 
35 24.67 24.00 2,5.86 
45 2.3.76 2).17 2.5.03 
55 22.92 22.37 24.22 
60 22 • .51 21.98 2).82 
70 21.74 . 21.27 2).01 
90 20.27 19.82 21 • .55 
110 18.88 l.8.6o 20.)2 
145 16~93 ·16.72 18.4:3 
160· 16.15 15.95 17.66 
20.5 14.15 14.02 15.72 
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TABLE XVIII 
Data for Permeability Test With Filters and Screens Only 
Time, min Height, em 
0 29.10 











· TABLE XIX 
Sorption of o.; ~ Additive in Oil 
. By Baragel Grease Without Additive -
Total Oil ~ Additive ~ Additive . 
Sample No. Vol. Ext. ,co in 011- . in G·rease · 
1 1.24 o.os . 0.09 . . . 
2 2.60 o.oo 0.17 
3 4.15 0.052 0.26 
4 5-39 0.12) 0.32 
5 6 • .52 0.158 0.)1 
6 7.85 0.193 0.4) 
7 9.28 0.194 0.49 
8 10.46 . 0.250 0~5:3 
9 11.92 0.250 o.s1 · 
10 1).20 0.307 0.60 
11 14.45 0.)48 0.64 
12 ·. 1S.4s 0.40 0.66 
14 . 18.02 0.418 o.69 
16 20.69 o.4JO 0.7) 
18 22.49 0.39:3 0.75 
21 25.81 o.ll4s 0.76 
24 29.)6 0.474 . 0.77 
27 )2.05 0.420 0.78 .· 
JO ).5.66 0.480 0.79 
JJ 39.55 0.48'7 o.so 
:36 42.49 0.470 0.81 
J9 4s.so 0.478 0.815 
42 49.18 0.4;6 0.822 
45 52.48 o.49s o.82J 
48 ;;.48 0.477 0.824 
49 56•90 0.498 0.82.5 

























TABLE XIX · 
·Sorption or 0 • .5 · '% PAN Additive in Oil 
By Lithium Grease Without Additive · 
Total Oil ~ Additive 





















































Extraction or Additive tram Barage1 Grease ~ Oil ~thout 
Additive AfteT Sorption of 0.826 fo PAN By Grease 
Total 011 '$Additive cf, Additive 
Sample No Vol. Ext. • cc 1n Oil in Grease 
1 2.09 0.4) . . 0.67 
2 . 
.·3.89 0.40 o.sa 
3 .;.8) 0.22 o.so 
4 7.:3) o.r~ o.45 
s 8.84 0 •. 26 . 0.40 
6 .10.25 . . 0.17 .0."37 
8 13.37 0.17 0.29 
10 16.2.5 O.lS 0.23 
n · 18.35 0.12.5 0.19 
12 ~0.07 . 0.15 . ' 0.17 . 
.13 21.91 0.10 0.1.5 
14 2).?2 0.17 0.1.) 
15 24.90 0.0) 0.12 
16 26.)3 0.10 0.115 
17 27.)6 0.09 o.n 
19 )0.)4 0.02.5 0.105 
20 )1.)8 0.10 0.095 
22 )).84 0.02) 0.09 
23 35.02 0.01 o.oas 
24 )6.)1 0.02"J o.o84· 
25 40.00 o.oos 0.08) 
26 45.00 o.oo 0.08:3 
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TABLE nx 
Extraction of Additive f'rom Lithium Grease By 011 Without Additive 












11"" - .,...., 




Total Oil tf, Additive 
Vol. Ext., ~c in Oil 
1.65 0.26 
3·55 0.32 
s.oe . 0.18 
6.68 0.19 
8.29 0.10 
9.8) . 0.14 
u.-n . o·.01s· 
1).17 o.o6S 
14.79 o.o6s 














































Sorption :of 2•0 ~ PAN Additive in 0!1 b)" 
Bar.a:gel Grease Without Additive 
Total 011 

































































































Sorption of 2.0 ~ PAN Additive in Oil E,r 
Lithium Grease Without Additive 
.Total Oil . f, Additive 
.Vol. Ext. t co . in Oil 
. .. 1.13 0.49 
. : .3.15 .. 0.89 
. . ).6.5 .. ' 1.)5 
4.47 1.46 
.6.6? 1.48 
. 9.56 1.52 
10.).5 1.57 
11.)) . . 1.4.5 . 
14.)4 1.60 
'17.64 .. 1•.57 
'20.)0 . . l.S? 
"2).)6 . 1.69 



































Extraction or Additive from Baragel Grease By 011 Without Additive 






























































































Extraction of Ad.di ti ve from L1 thium Grease By Oil WJ. thout Additive 
















Total 011 ~ Additive 



















































Sorption of ).0 f, PAN Additive in Oil By 
Baragel Grease Without Additive 
Total Oil 
Vol. Ext., co 














































































Sorption of ).0 ~ PAN Additive in Oil ~ 
Lithium Grease Without Additive 
Total Oil ~ Additive 

















26.44 . 3.00 






















Extraction ot Additive from Baragel Grease B.Y 011 Without Additive 





















































































Extraction of Additive from Lithium Grease By 011 Without Additive 




















Total Oil f, Additive 



















tJC Additive · 






























Sorption of 1.0 ~ PAN Additive in Oil By 
Silica Grrease (SJH) liithout Additive · 
Total Oil 
Vol. Ext., ec 
. 2.23 
6.40 

























1 • .51 
1 • .52 
1 • .5)8 
-1 • .538 
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TABLE XX 
Extraction o£ Additive £rom SU1ca Grease (SJH) By 011 Without 












Total Oil · ~ Additive 

























EXtraction ot Additive t~ Silica Grease ~ont~ng 1.0 ~ 



















i4 • .S7 
19.00 
24.11 







































Total Oil -~ Additive 











26 48 " . . 1.oo 
31.93 1.oo 
1> Additive 
















Extraction of Additive from Silica Grease By 011 Without Additive 
After Sorption o£ 1.452 tf, PAN By Grease 
Total Oil 
Sample No. Vol. Ext., co 
1 1.80 
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